Time Catastrophe! By: Will H.
William is a smart man; he works in a secret lab in the London
Tower. No one knows that William works in the tower. Shhh...it is a
secret! Okay, let's talk about what William actually does day to day.
He makes super, awesome tools that can do almost anything. He once
made a tool that can drill 100,000,000 feet into the ground in less
than ten minutes! Do you know how phenomenal that really is?
William also has this totally amazing laser that can make the inside of
one object switch places with the inside of another object. He once
turned an apple and orange inside out, so to speak. The laser made the
apple look like an apple, but when a person bit into it, well it was an
orange, and the orange, well you guessed it, was an apple on the
inside. This made for some fun jokes. But, for sure, his best invention
of all is A TIME MACHINE!!!
William worked for months on the time machine, and finally came the
day to test it.
"MAP! Check! LASER! Check! ESCAPE POD! Check!" said
William to himself.
He screamed, "Let's go!

"Ready for takeoff!” said the time machine.
"Thank you." said William.

Nervously, William pushed the switch on his beloved time
machine, and ZOOOWWW!!! With that, William disappeared
into the time gate.
“Weeeeeee!” said William.
By the time William realized he didn't know where this tunnel of
waving, neon light was taking him... BOOM!! William was there.

William found himself lying on the ground, and smelled
smoke all around him. Luckily, William had his lucky laser

gun, which makes objects disappear or go up in flames. He
carefully picked up the gun because he was scared. He looked
slowly up, and saw a door. He was beginning to tremble
because he did not know what was behind the door. William
decided to just go for it, and swung the door open really fast,
and stormed in.
He looked and saw the French flag, and saw people being
arrested by Napoleon soldiers. William then realized he was in
the middle of the French revolution. William was frightened, and
tried to run, but suddenly found himself surrounded by soldiers,
and they were not friendly. William heard the men speaking
French, and then suddenly, the group of soldiers grabbed William
and, put him into a jail cart.
Next thing he knew, William was being wheeled off to the
guillotine for being an invader!! William said, to himself, "Eek!!!
What do I do? They think I am the enemy!" William knew if his
fate was to meet the guillotine, that time would be changed
forever! He said to himself, "l will not even get the chance to be
born! I have to get back to my time machine, and get out of here
like right now!
Immediately, William knew what he must do, and do it fast.
The laser gun! It was his only option to get free, and out of this
nightmare. He grabbed it, quickly pulled the trigger before
anyone could see the laser gun. Within nanoseconds, the highpowered laser melted the iron bars as if they were made out of
butter. William then ran as fast as he could to his time machine,
jumped in, and slammed the door behind him. Next, William
pushed the switch to turn the time machine on. Then,
ZOOOWWWW!!!
William was zooming through time. He had no idea of where he was
going, but was glad to be free of the guillotine. Then, THUG!!
William had landed... somewhere.

“We have made it to our destination” said the time machine.
William looked at the calendar and realized he was in 1941.
"Oh no!" said William, "I'm in the middle of World War 11!"...
BAM!
"What was that?" said William.
There was a big bump on the machine. BOOM! CLANK! BAM!
William knew he couldn't go outside. He thought, "What if I am
arrested again?" He knew he had to fix the damage to the time
machine. Once again, he nervously opened the door and stormed
out. William climbed his trusty time- machine. Next, he got out
his "FIXER EXTREME 2000", and zapped the big dent on the
time machine. William had to keep hold of the Fixer Extreme
2000 laser for a whole minute. It was hard, the laser was
powerful, and kept trying to vibrate right out of his hands.
William stayed focused, and held on tight. He thought to himself,
"If this does not work, I am toast!"
ZEEEW! The laser made the dents disappear. It was repaired
and ready to go. William opened the door, and jumped in only to
find out there were soldiers in the time machine! This time, he
wasn't scared. William had his laser gun. PEW! PEW! PEW!
The laser went, and instantly the soldiers evaporated. William
then closed the door to the time machine, and decided to leave
this place as fast as he could. He pushed the switch and then
ZOOOWWW!! William was back in the time gate.
"Okay! I need to get back to the present before this gets out of
hand" said William.
William watched the calendar dial on the time machine turn, and
turn. 1951! 1963! 1991!... BOOM!
"Great!" said William. I'm in 1991.

BEEEP! Beep Beee....p! He then realized the time machine only
had enough energy to time travel one more time so William
decided to go out and look around.
William said to himself, "After all 1991 is the year of Star Trek 6.
That is an Awesome movie!"
What William did not know was that he was in for a big, big,
BIG surprise. He opens the door, and climbs out of the time
machine, and realizes he was in space. Not just outer space, but
a totally different galaxy!! It is The Galaxy Andraniea from
Star Trek 6.
He thought, "Oh no! I do not want to be blasted by a character
from Star Trek."
So, William decided to high-tail it out of this galaxy, and get
back to the Milky Way. He then quickly, very quickly pushed
the switch and ZOOOWWW!!!! William was back in the
time gate.
"Yes I'm going home." said William....
William sat back, and waited to get back to Earth. Thug!!! Then
William got out and said..

"Ahhhh... .home at last" William shouted. Or, so he thought...

TO BE CONTINUED.......

